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A B S T R A C T   

Co-bonding of thermoplastics to thermosets remains as a challenge in hybrid composites manufacturing. The 
interphase of the joint is controlled by the thermodynamic affinity and the processing condition. Thus, the main 
objective of this study is to describe the interphase formation mechanisms between a thermoset resin and 
thermoplastics. Therefore, a methodology is developed to predict, control, and analyse the interphase 
morphology experimentally while modelling approaches are used to assess the microstructure. Hansen solubility 
parameters are used to select thermoplastics with different thermodynamic affinities to the unsaturated polyester 
resin as the thermoset. The resin uptake experiments are conducted to identify the kinetics of diffusion and 
empirical models are recognised to predict the swelling at various processing temperatures. Next, a coarse grain 
lattice model is established which couples the resin uptake and microscopic observation to extract information on 
the microstructure of interphase through predicting volume fraction of resin at the interphase.   

1. Introduction 

Advanced polymeric composites with high strength-to-weight ratio 
and superior physical properties are proven to be a key component in 
many technological advancements including aerospace, automotive, 
energy, and offshore industries. However, polymeric composites have a 
limited window of properties and major improvements in material and 
structural designs are necessary for their adaptation to the more 
demanding applications [1]. One of the practical and promising ap-
proaches to extend the applicability of polymeric composites and 
improve their processability is to use them in the form of the 
multi-material composites (MMCs). The laminated MMCs are a class of 
composites in which laminas are made from two or more different ma-
terial systems. MMCs provides engineers with a design versatility to 
exploit the best characteristics of each lamina type to the benefit of the 
specific application. MMCs are the key to meet the ever-growing ex-
pectations and requirements for the next generation of structural ma-
terials [2]. 

Various combinations of laminated MMCs have been developed in 
recent years. Fibre-metal laminates as an alternating arrangement of 
metallic and fibre reinforced polymeric laminas are well-known in 

aerospace industry due to their higher impact and fatigue properties and 
fire resistance [3,4]. Thermoplastic (TP)-Thermoset (TS) hybrid com-
posites are an emerging group of laminated MMCs with significant po-
tentials to address many shortcomings of the current materials. 
Thermoplastic composites by themselves have received significant 
attention because of their superior fracture toughness, lower moisture 
absorption, improved recyclability, weldability, mass production capa-
bility and specific performance characteristics over thermoset counter-
parts [5]. However, the high viscosity of the TP melts and technical 
limitations to process them into large-scale parts and complex shapes 
restrict their widespread applications. Alternatively, the lower resin 
viscosity and well-established technologies for processing TS composites 
in desired shapes and sizes with well-understood and adjustable prop-
erties make them industrially desirable material systems for many ap-
plications [6]. Consequently, the combination of these two groups of 
materials and the development of TP-TS multi-material laminated 
composites offers a substantial potential for a new generation of 
advanced composites for demanding applications. 

However, the joining of TP to TS is a challenging task with very 
limited success in achieving effective and industrially relevant welding 
or joining techniques. The most common joining methods for composites 
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are mechanical fastening [7], adhesive bonding [8] and welding [9]. 
However, the applicability of these methods is restricted by the addition 
of extra weighty metallic bolts and fasteners, damaging the parts during 
the drilling or polishing steps, thermal degradation under welding 
condition, necessity for extensive surface preparation, and being labour 
extensive processes. Direct co-bonding is an alternative promising 
joining method in which a pre-fabricated part is bonded with TS during 
the curing process [10]. It is generally accepted that joints formed 
during the co-bonding and co-curing are strong because they are formed 
at molecular levels through mechanisms such as entanglements between 
polymer chains and network formation [10,11]. 

The quality and morphology of the interphase formed between the 
pre-fabricated part and the newly cured section play a critical role in the 
load transfer across dissimilar materials and therefore the overall 
integrity of the structure. There have been several attempts to provide a 
better understanding of interphase formation by the interdiffusion 
during the co-bonding process and possibilities to control it for various 
TS-TP systems. Rajagopalan et al. [12] studied the diffusion of 
multi-component epoxy resin into amorphous polysulfone (PSU) 
applying experimental techniques and they identified diffusion, reaction 
and phase separation as the phenomena contributing to the size and 
quality of interphase. They developed a diffusivity model based on free 
volume theory in polymers to predict and explain the diffusion behav-
iour and to identify parameters influencing the interphase size [13,14]. 
Velthem et al. [15] correlated the interphase morphology formed by 
interdiffusion between RTM6 epoxy resin and poly(ether sulfone) (PES) 
and phenoxy to the toughness of the overall composite structure. In the 
phenoxy-RTM6 system due to the broad morphology gradient at inter-
phase, they achieved a toughness improvement of about 100% while the 
steep interphase morphology in the PES-RTM6 system led to a decrease 
in toughness value. Voleppe et al. [16] studied the poly(ether sulfone)- 
RTM6 resin system and they concluded that the depth of the TS diffusion 
into the TP increased by decreasing the gelation time due to higher 
thermal activation of diffusion over the curing reaction. Sonnenfeld 
et al. [17] used engineering semi-crystalline poly-ether-ether-ketone 
(PEEK) and polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) as a protective coating for 
epoxy TS matrix. They employed an amorphous thermoplastic sheet of 
polyetherimide (PEI) as a coupling layer with a high affinity to the epoxy 
to provide better interaction between layers which increased the adhe-
sion energy by the factor of 15. It is worth noting that in joining 
incompatible TPs such as PPS and PEEK with TS resins, the joining 
mechanism is dominated by mechanical interlocking at the surface and 
load transfer takes place at the interface and not at the interphase [18]. 

From aforementioned literature, it is currently known that the 
thermodynamic affinity between TP and TS has a strong effect on the 
interphase thickness and morphology. Alternatively, processing condi-
tions are identified to be key to control the interphase thickness and 
morphology between TPs and reactive thermoset resins during the co- 
bonding process. Besides, interdiffusion of resin molecules into TPs is 
known to alter the microstructure of TPs by dissolution and swelling 
leading to a change in the physical and mechanical properties of TPs 
which influences the diffusion and interphase formation [19]. Never-
theless, the complete understanding of the interdiffusion of a reactive 
resin into TPs during co-bonding process remains largely uncovered due 
to the several challenges and complexities concerning: i) the continues 
change in the molecular weight and molecular structure of the TS resin 
during the curing process, ii) high dependency of curing reaction and 
interdiffusion on the environmental condition and iii) unclear diffusion 
mechanism and post-diffusion phenomena e.g. gelation and phase 
separation. 

In this study, interdiffusion of unsaturated polyester resin (UPR) into 
various TPs is investigated from materials and processing points of view. 
The research methodology followed here consists of the development of 
a materials selection principle based on Hansen solubility parameters 
(HSP) to find suitable TPs with different thermodynamic affinity to the 
UPR. Material type and processing effects on the interphase morphology 

and thicknesses are studied using microscopic observations for four 
selected TPs of polycarbonate (PC), polyurethane (PU), polyvinyl chlo-
ride (PVC) and polyetherimide (PEI). The findings are subsequently 
linked to the cure kinetics, constituent material intrinsic behaviour and 
TS-TP interactions identified by HSPs. The interdiffusion mechanisms 
and kinetics are described and connected to the chemo-rheological 
properties of UPR. The effect of processing temperature, ranging from 
4 ◦C to 60 ◦C, on the interphase is scrutinized. Models are developed and 
applied to uncover the process-material-microstructure correlation at 
TP-TS interphases. 

2. Material selection by Hansen Solubility Parameters 

TS-TP co-bonding and the interphase qualities are strongly linked to 
the extent of the interdiffusion between reactive resin molecules and TP 
chains. The interdiffusion process occurs by the partial dissolution of TP 
into the resin and diffusion of resin into TP followed by consequent 
curing of the resin [20,21]. Therefore, thermodynamic compatibility 
between TS and TP plays an important role in the interphase 
morphology and size. Herein, a well-known solvent section method 
named Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSPs) was adapted to select the 
most compatible TP materials with the UPR and to correlate the TS-TP 
affinity to interphase size. 

HSP employs tabulated interactions of molecules in the form of polar 
(δp), dispersive (δd), and hydrogen bonding (δh) components to estimate 
the affinity of material pairs and their solubility [22]. These parameters 
can be considered as coordinates in a three-dimensional (3D) space, 
known as the Hansen space. R0 is defined as the radius of the interaction 
sphere in Hansen space for a given material which can be calculated 
empirically for each solute and it is available for numerous industrial 
polymers in Ref. [22]. Hence, any solvent which lies within the solubi-
lity sphere of a solute is expected to dissolve the solute [23]. 

Furthermore, Ra is defined as the distance in Hansen space between 
the solvent and solute as [22]: 

R2
a = 4

(
δs

d − δp
d

)2
+
(

δs
p − δp

p

)2
+
(
δs

h − δp
h

)2 (1)  

where superscripts s and p indicate the solvent and solute, respectively. 
It is worth noting that the dispersion term is given more weight in Eq. (1) 
as it is twice important than polar and hydrogen bonding terms in sol-
ubility [22,24]. Consequently, a term named relative energy difference 
(RED) is defined as: 

RED=Ra/R0
(2)  

which is an indication of the interaction between solvent and solute. 
Here, RED less than one indicates a high affinity between material pairs 
and their good solubility while RED higher than unity is associated with 
less favourable interactions. Five TPs namely polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA), PEI, PC, PVC, and PU were considered for co-bonding based on 
their affinity to UPR and their industrial applicability. Table 1 lists the 
Hansen solubility parameters for these TPs and also UPR including the 
calculated Ra and RED values from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) and their relative 
affinity levels in connection to UPR [25]. Besides, a 2-D graph approx-
imating the 3D Hansen space is shown in Fig. 1. An approximation was 
done by combining the polar (δp) and dispersive (δd) components into a 
new parameter defined as: 

δv =
(

δ2
d + δ2

p

)1/2
(3) 

TPs in Table 1 are ordered based on their RED value with respect to 
UPR. PEI with RED of 1.94 indicated a low affinity to the UPR. The low 
affinity between PEI and UPR was also perceived in Fig. 1 where UPR 
was placed outside of the solubility circle of PEI. PU and PVC with RED 
values slightly higher than unity were showed to have a moderate af-
finity with the UPR. Likewise, it was confirmed by spotting the UPR at 
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the borders of PU and PVC solubility circles and towards out of the 
circles in Fig. 1. Moreover, PC with RED values slightly lower than one 
and placement of UPR inside their solubility circles conveyed a high 
affinity to the resin. Besides, PMMA with a very small RED value of 0.06 
and a very close location to UPR in HSP alongside its high radius of 
solubility demonstrated high solubility into the resin. Such a high sol-
ubility of PMMA into the resin led to the easy dissolution of PMMA in the 
resin and therefore PMMA is eliminated from further investigations on 
interphase formation. 

3. Experimental and methods 

3.1. Materials 

A medium reactive orthophthalic unsaturated polyester resin (UPR) 
as used [26] which is a resin suitable for resin transfer and vacuum in-
jection moulding processes was used as the thermoset resin. A liquid 
peroxide based initiator specific for curing of the UPR at room temper-
ature and with long working time (gel time) was utilized as the curing 
agent. Four TPs of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) grade CAW with high 
impact-resistant, thermoplastic elastomer polyurethane (PU) with a 
shore-A hardness of 80–95 and high abrasion resistance, polycarbonate 
(PC) high-performance LEXAN™ grade with very high impact resistance 
and finally polyetherimide (PEI) with commercial name of Ultem as a 
high-strength amorphous thermoplastic with excellent heat and flame 
resistance and erosion properties were selected as thermoplastics to be 
co-bonded with thermosetting UPR. 

3.2. Sample preparation and interphase formation 

To analyse and quantify the co-bonded interphases, TP specimens 
were embedded into the UPR. In this regard, cut TPs with dimensions of 
15 mm × 15 mm were prepared and their edges were sanded with #500 
SiC foil to remove debris followed by washing with a mixture of water, 
and isopropyl alcohol to eliminate any contamination and residual 
particles. Specimens were dried in an oven at a temperature of 60 ◦C for 
24 h. The prepared TP specimens were placed upright by using a couple 

of metallic clamping rings in the middle of a cylindrical embedding 
mould. Next, the degassed UPR resin mixture was poured onto the TPs 
until resin completely covered the specimens. To study the effect of 
temperature on the interphase quality and thickness, co-bonding of 
selected TPs were conducted at temperatures of 4 ◦C, 25 ◦C, 35 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 
50 ◦C, and 60 ◦C. Fig. 2 is a schematic view of the cross-section for the 
co-bonded specimens and the interphase for TP-TS systems. 

3.3. Characterization 

3.3.1. Microscopic analysis 
The cross-section of interphases were analysed by using a Keyence 

VHX-5000 digital microscope equipped with a VH-100UR lens. For this, 
the surface of embedded specimens were polished by using Struers 
polishing system (Teramin-30) with SiC foil of #500, #1000, #2000 and 
#4000, in the given order followed by a final polishing by using OP-S 
NonDry. 

3.3.2. Chemo-rheology of resin 
The viscosity, storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G′′) of UPR 

were probed by using the Anton Paar-Physica MCR 501 rheometer in 
“plate–plate” oscillatory mode with plates of 25 mm diameter and plate- 
plate spacing of 0.3 mm. All the measurements were conducted applying 
a strain of 0.5%, and a frequency of 1 Hz. The gel times of the resin at 
various temperatures as an index of resin cure kinetics were approxi-
mated as the crossing point of storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus 
(G′′) of UPR mixture with initiator [27]. The gel-time measurements 
were conducted at different isothermal temperatures of 25 ◦C, 35 ◦C, 
40 ◦C, 50 ◦C, 60 ◦C, 80 ◦C and 100 ◦C. Prior to each measurement and 
placement of the resin, the rheometer was kept at the set temperature for 
30 min to stabilised temperature over the measurement chamber. The 
temperature dependency of unreactive UPR viscosity (without initiator) 
was measured between room temperature to 85 ◦C applying a ramp of 
1.5 ◦C/min. 

3.3.3. Surface swelling of TPs by UPR 
The swelling of TPs in contact with resin is considered to be a 

parameter contributing to the interphase formation during the co- 
bonding TPs and UPR. The swelling of TPs by UPR resin was exam-
ined by confining UPR resin between the surface of the TPs sheets and 
the rheometer head in parallel plate mode as shown in Fig. 3a. This 
prevented resin flow out due to the capillary forces between UPR and 
plates. The resin kept for 60 min on the surface of each TP with a set 

Table 1 
Hansen Solubility Parameters of TPs and UPR, including interaction Radius (R0), Ra Calculated by Eq .(1) and RED value obtained from Eq (2). HSPs values for TPs are 
extracted from Ref. [22], and for UPR from Ref. [25].   

δd [MPa1/2] δp[MPa1/2] δh[MPa1/2] R0[MPa1/2] Ra[MPa1/2] RED Affinity 

UPR 19 17.4 4.2 – – – – 
PEI 17.4 4.6 9 7.2 14.2 1.94 Low 
PU 17.5 9.6 9.9 8.0 10.11 1.26 Moderate 
PVC 16.3 7.8 3.4 7.8 11.3 1.37 Moderate 
PC 21.5 9.5 5.1 12.9 9.39 0.73 High 
PMMA 19.3 16.7 4.7 17.4 1.04 0.06 Very high  

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional (δv vs δh) diagram showing the extent of TP affinities 
to UPR. 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the co-bonding process with details of the inter-
face region. 
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plate-plate distance of 0.5 mm. Afterward, the alterations on the surface 
of TPs were examined by using the Keyence VK-9700 confocal micro-
scope. The confocal microscope had a laser with a wavelength of 408 nm 
providing spatial and height resolutions of 120 and 1 nm, respectively. 
Measurements were done on an 8 mm path covering both in-contact to 
resin and untouched surfaces as shown in Fig. 3b. 

3.3.4. Resin uptake and diffusion kinetics 
Diffusion kinetics including time and temperature dependencies of 

resin uptake by each TP were monitored by immersing the TPs into a 
UPR bath and measuring the changes in their weight. To do so, TPs were 
cut into estimated sizes of 30 mm × 30 mm. The length, width, and 
thickness of all the samples were measured using a micrometre with a 
precision of ±0.01 mm. The weight of the dried samples was measured 
using an analytical balance with a precision of 0.1 mg. Then, specimens 
were submerged into the resin by using small metallic clamps. After 
taking out the specimens from the resin bath, they were washed thor-
oughly by an excess amount of ethanol and gently cleaned with an 
absorbent and non-sticking fabric. Then, washed and cleaned samples 
were left for 10 min at the room temperature to ensure the evaporation 
of ethanol. The uptake weight, corresponding time and temperature 
were recorded. The mass uptake per unit area of the contact surface (M*) 
values were calculated as: 

M* =
Wi − Wd

A
(4)  

where A was the surface area of TP, Wd was the weight of dry TP 
specimen, and Wi was the weight after resin uptake. The resin uptake 
from edges of TP samples was neglected as the lengths and widths of 
specimens were significantly higher than their thicknesses. To deter-
mine the type of transport and its kinetics the resin uptake data were 
fitted to the Eq. (5) where t was immersion duration, k was an empirical 
rate constant and n was the transport exponent of diffusion. In Eq. (5), n 
indicates the type of diffusion in which n = 0.5 represents a Fickian 
diffusion, 0.5 < n < 1 is associated with anomalous diffusion, and n = 1 
indicates Case II diffusion [28]. The difference in the concentration 
profile of Fickian and Case II diffusion are shown schematically in Fig. 4. 

M* = ktn (5) 

Herein, different n and k values were obtained by fitting resin uptake 
data for each TP at various temperatures. To obtain a model to predict 
the resin uptake at the different temperatures, temperature-dependent 
predictive models for k and n in Eq. (5) were considered as Eq. (6). 
and Eq. (7), respectively. 

k = k1 + k2T (6)  

n=Anexp
(

N0

T

)

(7)  

where T was the temperature, and k1, k2, and N0 were model constants 
to be acquired through experimental data fitting. 

3.3.5. Volume fraction of resin at interphase 
The volume fraction of resin at interphase defined as the volume of 

the diffused resin to the volume of the TP at the interphase region. The 
volume fraction of resin at interphase is a determining microstructure 
factor with a huge influence on the mechanical performance of the 
interphase. However, the volume fraction of resin at the interphase is 
not easy to measure directly due to the small size of the interphase and 
complications of high-spatial measurements. Therefore, a prediction 
method was developed in this section, which used the microscopic 
measurements of interphase thickness, alongside with diffusion and cure 
kinetics to determine resin volume fraction at the interphase. In this 
method, a coarse grain lattice model (CGL) was proposed to imitate the 
microstructure of interphase in terms of volume fraction of UPR. In CGL, 
the interphase was divided into distinguished lattice units. It was 
assumed that each lattice site was occupied by the only one type of 
material (TP or TS) as it is presented schematically in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 
dark blue lattices represent lattice points filled with UPR and brighter 
lattice points correspond to TP occupied lattices. The Fig. 5 schematic 
representation of interphase can be connected to the microscopic views 
of the interphases as shown in Fig. 6. Herein, the ratio of lattices with 
dark blue colour to all the lattices presented at the interphase is asso-
ciated with the volume fraction of resin at interphase. In other words, 
each lattice raw represents a specific volume fraction of the resin which 
may differ from a row to another row. To get a single volume fraction 
value in the CGL model the volume fractions can be averaged over the 
rows resulting in a single lattice row corresponding to the average vol-
ume fraction of the resin over the whole interphase as shown in the 
bottom of Fig. 5. Doing so, the volume fractions of resin at the interphase 
became proportional to the length of the resin in the projected array, 
named as reduced resin volume (VUPR*) to the length of the interface. 
Thus, to obtain the VUPR* initially Eq. (5), Eq. (6), and Eq. (7) were 
combined into Eq. (8). Where a model capable of predicting the weight 
of diffused resin per unit area (M*) for TP of choice at the given time and 
temperatures within the experimental range was obtained. The con-
stants of Eq. (8) including k1, k2, and N0 were obtained from resin uptake 
experiments in the previous section. 

M* =(k1 + k2T)t

(

Anexp

(
N0
T

))

(8) Fig. 3. (a) Schematic presentation of swelling experiment and (b) confocal 
microscopy measurement path. 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of (a) Fickian, and (b) Case II diffusion pro-
files based on n value. (The dashed red lines correspond to the diffusant resin 
concentration distribution). (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Next, a correlation between the reduced volume of the diffused resin 
(V*UPR) and M* was established as: 

M* =
ρVUPR

A
= ρV*

UPR (9)  

where A was the surface area of TP in contact to resin, ρ was the density 
of resin (1.05 gr/cm3), and VUPR was the volume of diffused resin. 
Consequently, substituting and rearranging Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) yielded to 
Eq. (10) which provided the reduced volume of resin at given time and 
temperature at interphase: 

V∗
UPR =

(
1
ρ

)

(K1 +K2T)t

(

Anexp

(
N0
T

))

(10) 

The diffusion time in Eq. (10) was estimated by the assumption of 
termination of diffusion at the gel point of the resin obtained from the 
chemo-rheology of the resin at different temperatures. On the other 
hand, interphase thickness obtained through microscopic observations, 
in the CGL called as reduced interphase volume (Vint*) were used to 
estimate the volume fraction of resin at the interphase (ϕ) as: 

ϕ=
V*

UPR

V*
int

(11)  

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Effect of TP type on the interphase size and morphology 

Fig. 6 shows the interphase of four TPs, namely PC, PVC, PU, and PEI 
co-bonded with UPR at 25 ◦C obtained under the optical microscope. 
Fig. 6a depicts limited/no detectable interphase for PEI-UPR due to the 
low affinity of PEI to UPR as predicted by HSPs. On the other hand, PVC 
formed thin interphase with an average thickness of 35 ± 4 μm because 
of its moderate affinity to UPR as is seen in Fig. 6b. Alternatively, it is 
observed in Fig. 6c that PU with similar moderate interaction level as of 
PVC formed a thicker interphase of 240 ± 11 μm. This difference in the 
interphase size between PU-UPR and PVC-UPR, while having a similar 
affinity based on HSPs, may stem from the difference in their physical 
state at processing temperature. PU was at its rubbery state (glass 
transition temperature Tg = − 25 ◦C) and PVC was at its glassy state (Tg 
= 75 ◦C) at the manufacturing temperature of 25 ◦C. To elaborate, PU 
chains at their rubbery state had higher molecular mobility and flexi-
bility which facilitated the penetration and diffusion of the UPR mole-
cules into its structure, whereas the glassy chains of PVC at processing 
temperature had restricted mobility and therefore reduced diffusivity of 
the resin. Nonetheless, PC with high affinity to UPR as predicted by the 
RED of below unity created thick interphase of 430 ± 18 μm as depicted 

Fig. 5. Coarse grain lattice model for TP-TS interphase microstructure.  

Fig. 6. Microscopic analysis of interphase formation between TPs and UPR at 25 ◦C for (a) PEI-UPR, (c) PVC-UPR, (d) PU-UPR, (e) PC-UPR.  
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in Fig. 6d. The morphology of PC-PUR interphase consisted of a dark 
diffusion front and phase-separated regions representative by a sea- 
island morphology with small pit-liked indications. The unique sea- 
island morphology for PC-UPR interphase was detectible with spher-
ical holes as the result of the dissolution of PC chains into resin and 
consequent phase-separation due to polymerization of the resin. Herein, 
the small size of islands (pits) implied that phase separation due to the 
change in the solubility during the resin curing took place after the 
gelation of resin where the presence of cross-linking bonds kept the 
domains small [29,30]. The microscopic observation of TP-TS in-
terphases as seen in Fig. 6 demonstrated the close relation between the 
interphase thickness and morphology by the thermodynamic affinities of 
material pairs and material physical state. It is worth noting that due to 
the very low affinity of PEI to UPR and its inability to form interphase 
with UPR this TP was excluded hereafter from further investigations. 

4.2. Effect of processing temperature on the interphase 

Fig. 7 reveals the microscopic views of the interphase between 
selected TPs with UPR at temperatures of 4 ◦C, 35 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C 60 ◦C. 

The interphase morphology of the same TPs at 25 ◦C are already pro-
vided in Fig. 6. Besides, interphase thickness variations by temperature 
for each TP are projected in Fig. 8. 

It was noticed from Figs. 6 and 7 that the PC-UPR interphases at 
different temperatures displayed similar sea-island morphology but with 
different interphase thicknesses. Additionally, it was seen in Fig. 8a that 
the PC-UPR interphase formed at 4 ◦C had a thickness of 636 ± 15 μm 
while an increase in temperature to 25 ◦C sharply reduced the interphase 
thickness to 430 ± 18 μm. Accordingly, the minimum thickness of 389 ±
5 was obtained at 35 ◦C. Nevertheless, a further increase in the 
manufacturing temperature from 35 ◦C led to a gradual increase in the 
PC-UPR interphase thickness up to 531 ± 12 μm at 60 ◦C. These initial 
reduction and subsequent increase in the interphase thickness for PC- 
UPR was explained by the changes in the viscosity and gel time of 
UPR by temperature. The gel time (as an index of curing kinetics and 
diffusion termination time) and viscosity (as an index of molecular 
mobility of resin) were measured for UPR at different processing tem-
peratures as presented in Table 2. It is seen that an increase in temper-
ature shortens the gel-time and concurrently reduces the viscosity. 
However, the degree of these changes were not proportional to 

Fig. 7. Microscopic analysis of interphase between TPs and UPR at different temperatures.  
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temperature change at different temperatures. To elaborate, an increase 
in temperature for example from 25 ◦C to 35 ◦C at the lower end of 
temperature range resulted in 8640 s reduction in gel time which 
significantly limits the diffusion time, while a change from 50 ◦C to 
60 ◦C only reduced the gel time by 360 s. Therefore, the very thick 
interphase observed for PC-UPR at 4 ◦C compared to other temperatures 
was associated with the expected long cure time for UPR at this tem-
perature which a provided diffusion process with extended time. Hence, 
the decrease in the interphase thickness from between 4 ◦C and 35 ◦C 
was correlated with a steep decrease in the gel time of the resin in this 
temperature range. On the other hand, the increase in interphase 
thickness after 35 ◦C was associated with a lower level of decrease in gel 
time while extreme reduction of viscosity of resin as seen in Table 2 
which promoted the molecular mobilities and therefore accelerated the 
diffusion process. Similar temperature dependency trend on interphase 
thickness was also observed for PU-UPR system where the maximum 
thickness was observable at 4 ◦C as 284 ± 13 μm with a sharp decrease to 
a minimum at 35 ◦C as 217 ± 5 μm followed by a gradual increase up to 
235 ± 12 μm in sample processed at 60 ◦C as it is shown in Fig. 8b. 
Contrary, PVC-PUR exhibited an increasing trend on interphase thick-
ness from 4 ◦C to 60 ◦C as it is presented in Fig. 8c. The minimum 
interphase thickness was observed at 4 ◦C as 11 ± 1 μm and the 
maximum was at 60 ◦C reaching a thickness of 505 ± 51 μm. It was also 
observed that the bonding quality of PVC and UPR degraded by 
increasing the temperature despite the increase in diffusion thickness 
with clear delamination signs at higher temperatures as seen in Fig. 7. 

The delamination was occurred because of higher shrinkage of the resin 
cured at a higher temperature and weak bonding and limited load 
transfer between PVC-UPR. Nevertheless, the different trend of PVC- 
UPR interphase thicknesses compared to PC-UPR and PU-UPR was 
associated to the different mechanisms of diffusion in PVC compared to 
others which is further elaborated in the following sections by realising 
the differences in the kinetics of diffusion between TP materials. 

4.3. Swelling and surface topology changes 

Fig. 9 reveals the surface profile and swelling level of specimens 
surface examined by confocal microscopy. It was observed that the 
swelling of TPs is correlated with the affinity of TP and resin. PC with the 
highest affinity level to UPR showed the highest swelling level as seen in 

Fig. 8. Effect of temperature on interphase thickness for co-bonded (a) PC-UPR, (b) PVC-UPR, and (c) PU-UPR.  

Table 2 
Rheological characteristics of UPR including gel time and viscosity at different 
temperature.   

25 ◦C 35 ◦C 40 ◦C 50 ◦C 60 ◦C 

Gel time [sec] 12,600 3960 1740 840 480 
Viscosity [Pa.S] 1.51 0.78 0.58 0.35 0.19  Fig. 9. Surface topology change for TPs after rheometry measurements.  
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Fig. 9 to be about 80 μm. Alternatively, PU swelled less than 60 μm due 
to its moderate affinity while being at its rubbery state. PVC with a 
moderate affinity and at its glassy state swelled about 30 μm. As it is 
shown in Fig. 3b, surface roughness measurements were performed by 
taking the middle of the swelling area as the starting point. Therefore, in 
all the measurements the maximum swelling was observed at the 
beginning and it decayed toward the end of measurements as it gets 
closer to boundaries where no resin is presented and lower swelling 
occurred. Furthermore, Fig. 9 unravelled that there was no significant 
alteration in the surface roughness for PVC, and PU whereas PC showed 
an increase in the surface roughness by the formation of abnormalities. 
The increase in the surface roughness of PC was associated with the 
dissolution of PC chains into the UPR because of their high affinity. 
Fig. 10 exhibits the optical images obtained during confocal microscopy 
of TS which further confirms the extreme surface morphology changes in 
PC and intact surface roughness for PU and PVC. The solubility of PC in 
UPR observed here was in agreement with the sea-island morphology 
formation in the microscopic observation of PC-UPR interphases. 

4.4. Kinetics of interdiffusion 

Fig. 11a compares the resin uptake (M*) as a function of time for TPs 
at 25 ◦C. It is seen that PVC uptake values were significantly lower than 
the other two TPs of PU and PC. This difference was explained by the 
moderate affinity of PVC to UPR and being at its the glassy state at 25 ◦C. 
On the other hand, PU with a similar moderate affinity to UPR absorbed 
significantly higher resin which was comparable to PC uptake values. 
The higher resin uptake by PU compared to PVC was associated with the 
difference in Tg of PVC and PU which was discussed previously in Sec-
tion 4.1. PC showed the highest M* values due to its high affinity to UPR. 
These results were in agreement with the interphase thicknesses 
measured previously and depicted in Fig. 6 and swelling observations in 
Fig. 9. 

Herein, the empirical model as described in Eq. (5) was applied to 
assess the rate constant k, and transport exponent n for each TP at 
different temperatures by line fitting to Ln (M*) vs. Ln(t) data as shown 
in Fig. 11b–d. Table 3 summaries the obtained n and k values for each TP 
and at different processing temperatures. It is seen from Table 3 that, n 
values at 25 ◦C for PC and PU were very close to 0.5 which indicated the 
Fickian nature of diffusion while n value for PVC was 0.79 associated 
with an anomalous diffusion mechanism as depicted in Fig. 4. The 
different diffusion mechanism in PVC was the contributing factor to its 
different interphase thickness trend by temperature compared to PC and 
PU as seen in Fig. 8. To elaborate, in the Fickian diffusion, the driving 
force for diffusion was the concentration gradient and as it is illustrated 
in Fig. 4 a concentration gradient was expected at the interphase. Such 
gradient interphase was noticeable in Figs. 6 and 7 for PU-UPR and PC- 
UPR [28]. Alternatively, the anomalous diffusion of UPR into PVC 
resulted in clear diffusion fronts where the concentration of the 

penetrant drops sharply at the diffusion front as observed in Figs. 6b and 
7 [31]. 

The effect of temperature on diffusion kinetics was examined by 
conducting resin uptake at temperatures ranging from 25 ◦C to 60 ◦C. 
The obtained results are presented in Fig. 11c and d for PU and PVC, 
respectively. The calculated n and k values are presented in Table 3. 
However, it should be noted that due to the high affinity of PC to UPR 
and its high solubility into the resin no reliable data (negative uptake 
values) were obtained for PC at elevated temperatures. Therefore PC- 
UPR diffusion kinetics at a higher temperature than 25 ◦C was not 
considered. Nevertheless, it was observed from Table 3 that n value 
followed a decreasing and k value had an increasing trend with an in-
crease in temperature for both PU and PVC. However, the level of 
changes in k and n with temperature were significantly different in PU 
and PVC. The n value for PU decreased from 0.4921 at 25 ◦C to 0.4461 at 
60 ◦C which corresponds to 0.046 change while it varied remarkably 
higher for PVC from 0.7901 to 0.5305 equivalent to 0.2595 change. 
Similarly, k value for PVC increased significantly by an increase in 
temperature (three orders of magnitude from 25 ◦C to 60 ◦C) while PU 
showed only one order of magnitude change in the same temperature 
change range. This high dependency of diffusion rate constant and 
transport exponent to temperature in PVC cleared the observed different 
trend for PVC-UPR thickness by temperature in Fig. 8. 

4.5. Interphase microstructure 

Fig. 12 displays the linear trend obtained for n and k based on Eq. (6) 
and Eq. (7) as a function of process temperature of co-bonding. Table 4 
summarizes their calculated constant values based on line fitting on Eq. 
(6) and Eq. (7). The substitution of these constants into Eq. (10) enabled 
calculation of the VUPR* for the given material and at the given tem-
perature. Consequently, the volume fraction of resin at the interphase 
(ϕ) was determined using Eq. (11). Fig. 13 exhibits the ϕ vales for PU 
and PVC processed at different temperatures. It was found that PVC-UPR 
interphases had lower resin volume fraction compared to PU-UPR in-
terphases which were in agreement with the aforementioned discussions 
considering similar affinity of these TPs to UPR while being at different 
physical states regarding their Tg. Additionally, it is seen in Fig. 13 that 
the volume fraction of resin at the interphase linearly decreased by 
increasing the process temperature for both PVC and PU which provide a 
toolset to predict interphase microstructure cured at different 
conditions. 

5. Conclusions 

Within this study, a comprehensive understanding of the effect of 
materials properties and processing conditions on the interdiffusion and 
interphase formation of various TPs with UPR during the co-bonding 
process was obtained. Hansen solubility parameters (HSPs) as a robust 

Fig. 10. Microscopic observation after rheometry test on the TP surfaces in contact with resin and untouched surfaces.  
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tool to predict the affinity between TPs with UPR were used to select TPs 
namely PEI, PVC, PU, and PC with different levels of affinities to UPR 
and to study the effect of affinity on the interphase thickness. It was 
realized that high affinity of PMMA leads to its dissolution into the UPR 
and while low affinity of PEI resulted in no proper interphase therefore 
they were eliminated from further investigations. The effect of pro-
cessing temperature ranging from 4 ◦C to 60 ◦C was examined and it was 
observed that a change in the process temperature influenced the 
interphase thickness which was closely linked to the curing of the resin, 
diffusion kinetics and the physical state of TPs. The swelling of TPs in 

Fig. 11. (a) Resin uptake vs. time for TPs, (b) Ln(M*) vs. Ln(t) for different TPs at 25 ◦C, and for each TP of (c) PU, and (d) PVC at different temperatures.  

Table 3 
Empirical rate constant (k), and transport exponent (n) for each TP at different 
temperatures.   

PC PU PVC 

n k n k n k 

25 ◦C 0.5001 6.09 ×
10− 7 

0.4921 5.27 ×
10− 7 

0.7901 2.61 ×
10− 9 

35 ◦C – – 0.4493 1.14 ×
10− 6 

0.6354 1.08 ×
10− 7 

40 ◦C – – 0.4479 1.15 ×
10− 6 

0.5972 3.13 ×
10− 7 

50 ◦C – – 0.4462 1.77 ×
10− 6 

0.5493 7.06 ×
10− 7 

60 ◦C – – 0.4461 2.21 ×
10− 6 

0.5305 1.09 ×
10− 6  

Fig. 12. (a) Empirical rate constant k, and (b) transport exponent n temperature dependency.  

Table 4 
k1, k2, An and N0 fit values in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6).   

K1 K2 An N0 

PU 1.32 × 10− 5 4.64 × 10− 8 0.211 241 
PVC 9.90 × 10− 6 9.90 × 10− 6 0.0185 1101  
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contact with UPR was confirmed by confocal measurements and it was 
observed that the degree of swellings was correlated with HSPs affinity 
level. The kinetics of UPR diffusion were examined by resin uptake ex-
periments which uncovered that the diffusion of UPR into PC and PU at 
25 ◦C falls within the Fickian diffusion category while diffusion into PVC 
is an anomalous diffusion. The difference in the diffusion mechanisms 
for each TP was linked to the variations in the concentration gradient in 
the microscopic observations of interphases. A model to predict the UPR 
uptake considering different processing temperature was developed and 
the temperature dependency of parameters were extracted. Conse-
quently, a model capable of predicting resin uptake for TPs at different 
temperatures was established. A coarse grain lattice model was 
employed to relate the resin uptake to the microscopic observation of 
interphase thickness and provided meaningful prediction on the 
microstructure of interphases through volume fraction of resin at the 
interphase. Furthermore, the authors are currently working on 
comprehensive microstructure analysis and micromechanical testing 
and their correlation to CGL model in various material combinations as 
an extension to this study. 
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